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Abstract—The computational study of human balance recovery
strategy is crucial for revealing effective strategy in human
balance rehabilitation and humanoid robot balance control. In
this context, many efforts have been made to improve the
ability of quiet standing human balance. There are three main
strategies for human balance including (i) ankle, (ii) hip, and
(iii) stepping strategies. Besides, arm usage was considered for
balance control of human walking. However, there exist few
works about effectiveness assessment of arm strategy for quiet
standing balance recovery. In this paper, we proposed a nonlinear
model predictive control (NMPC) for human balance control
on a simplified model with sagittal arm rotation. Three case
studies including (i) active arms, (ii) passive arms, and (iii) fixed
arms were considered to discuss the effectiveness of arm usage
for human balance recovery during quiet standing. Besides, the
total root mean square (RMS) deviation of joint angles was
computed as an index of human motion intensity quantification.
The proposed solution has been implemented for a human-like
balance recovery with arm usages during quiet standing under
perturbation and shows the effectiveness of arm strategy.
Keywords—NMPC, RMS deviation, effectiveness evaluation,
arm rotating.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Human balance control has been studied for many years [1].
There are three main balance recovery strategies, including
ankle strategy, hip strategy, and stepping strategy, which have
been studied from human experiments [2], [3], [4] and artificial
systems [5], [6], [7], [8]. These strategies have been qualified
as the most efficient ways to help preventing falls and to
understand the mechanism of balance control during standing
and walking [9] in human rehabilitation and robotic applications. In addition to the above mentioned balance strategies,
arm strategy has also been considered as an efficient way to
contribute to balance control and reduce fall impacts as well
[10], [11].
Various interesting works related to arm strategy have
been proposed and validated through human experiments and
simulations. Nashner et al. [12] have tested rapid postural
adjustment associated with a class of voluntary movements,
including arm rotation that disturbs the postural balance. The
study [13] suggested that maximization of gait efficiency
based on an organism’s propensity is considered for the
convergence towards the stable coordination between arms
and legs. Atkeson et al. [14] proposed an optimal control
from one optimization criterion to implement a human-like

balance recovery on a multi-link model and observed the
shoulder rotations for different perturbations. Nakada et al.
[15] proposed a Q-learning to produce appropriate arm control
torques and concluded that the arm rotation strategy enlarges
the manageable range of perturbation impulses.
After reviewing previous works on this topic, we found
that they did not cover the verification of arm strategy with
multi-constraints: active arms, passive arms, and fixed arms
in their human experiments. They neither took advantage of
nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) for dealing with
constraints on angles and torques of the ankle, hip, and arm
joints, nor optimizing human-like balance recovery movements
in their artificial systems. Consequently, we further developed
the control mechanism of arm strategy for balance recovery
based on the previous works. The main contributions of the
present paper can be summarized as follows.
1) We built a five-link, three-joint model to represent the
human body structure for a quiet standing balance recovery
study in A/P direction.
2) NMPC with input and state constraints is proposed and
implemented for human-like balance behavior. Three different
arm states are considered to study the effectiveness of arm
strategy for balance recovery: (i) active arms, (ii) passive arms,
and (iii) fixed arms.
3) Different amplitudes of disturbing forces are considered
and applied to the model to observe the behavior of the system
under the proposed NMPC and arm strategy.
4) A root mean square (RMS) performance index based
on joint angles is proposed for human motion intensity quantification for the first time. By comparing the resulting RMS
deviation values in different arm states, it was possible to
conclude that balance recovery with active arms is the most
effective way, and balance control with arms usage is better
than without arms usage.
II. D ESCRIPTION OF THE S IMPLIFIED H UMAN M ODEL
To implement the quiet standing balance recovery, we consider the human body as a five-link model comprising a fixed
foot, an ankle joint, a lower body, a hip joint, an upper body, a
left-right arm joint, a right arm, and a left arm, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The physical parameters of this model are summarized
in TABLE I. Based on an existing anthropometric database
[16], the total body height is 1.7 [m] and the total body mass is

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF THE PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE PROPOSED FIVE - LINK ,
THREE - JOINT MODEL .
Link

Mass [kg]

Length [m]

Height [m]

Foot

1.3

0.3

0.1

Lower body

35

1.0

–

Upper body

25

0.6

–

Right arm

4

0.6

–

Left arm

4

0.6

–

Total weight [kg]

69.3

–

–

Total height [m]

–

–

1.7

69.3 [kg]. It is worth noting that we ignore the body segments
between the ankle joint and the hip joint, between the hip joint
and the left-right arm joint, and between the left-right arm
joint and the head. This is consistent with the case of human
quiet standing balance, because humans maintain their knee
joint angle within a certain range of disturbing forces acting
on their body. However, if these disturbing forces become too
large, they need to use their other body joints including knee,
waist, neck joints, etc., and step forward to avoid falling down.

derived for the model with three different arm states including
(i) active arms, (ii) passive arms, and (iii) fixed arms.
The dynamic equations of the model with active arms should
consider the rotation of arm joint in the sagittal plane under the
control torques generated by the joint actuator. The Lagrange
equations for this case are as follows:

∂L
∂L
= τankle ,
−
∂ q̇
∂ q1
 1 
d ∂L
∂L
= τhip ,
−
dt ∂ q̇2
∂ q2


d ∂L
∂L
= τarm ,
−
dt ∂ q̇3
∂ q3
L = T −V .

d
dt



(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Where, L is the Lagrangian function, T is the total kinetic
energy, V is the total potential energy, τankle is the ankle torque,
τhip is the hip torque, and τarm is the arm torque.
The resulting dynamic equation of motion can be expressed
in a matrix form as follows:


 
 

M11 M12 M13
q̈1
C1
τankle
 M21 M22 M23   q̈2  +  C2  =  τhip  . (5)
M31 M32 M33
q̈3
C3
τarm
In (5), M11 , M22 and M33 are the effective inertia terms, M12 ,
M13 , M21 , M23 , M31 , and M32 are the coupling inertia terms.
C1 C2 , and C3 terms include centrifugal, Coriolis, and gravity
forces.
Here, the derivation of the dynamic equations of the model
for the cases with passive arms and fixed arms is omitted. The
important remarks for the different conditions of derivation
are given as follows. In dynamic equations of the model with
passive arms, there is no control torque of the arm joint (i.e.,
τarm = 0) in the dynamic equation (3) due to the passive arm
state. In dynamic equations of model with fixed arms, there is
no control torque, nor rotation of the arm joint in the dynamic
equation due to the fixed arm state. Consequently, equation
(3) can be omitted.
IV. P ROPOSED NMPC F OR BALANCE R ECOVERY

Fig. 1. Structure of the five-link, three-joint model. m0 , m1 , m2 , m3 , m4
represent the masses of foot, lower body, upper body, right arm and left arm,
respectively. L0 , L1 , L2 , L3 , L4 represent the lengths of foot, lower body, upper
body, right arm, and left arm, respectively. q1 , q2 , q3 represent the ankle joint
angle, hip joint angle, left-right arm joint angle, respectively. The right and
left arms share the same joint motor.

In this section, we propose an NMPC scheme [18], [19],
[20] to resolve balance recovery problem. The NMPC problem
described above can be solved as an iterative open-loop optimal control problem with a finite horizon and an observable
initial state for each sampling time.
The cost function considered in the optimal control problem
of NMPC is
 N−1
J x (0), τ (0,N−1) = ∑ l(xx, k, τ ) +V f ,
0

III. DYNAMIC E QUATIONS OF THE S IMPLIFIED M ODEL
Lagrange formalism [17] is applied to derive the dynamic
equation of motion for this five-link, three-joint model controlled by the ankle, hip, and arm joint-torques. The Lagrange
equations and dynamic equation of motion are separately

l(xx, k, τ ) =


1 T
Qx (k) + τ T (k)R
Rτ (k) ,
x (k)Q
2

1
V f = x T (N)Q f x (N).
2

The penalty weighting and constraints of NMPC are different
for the model with the three different arm states: active arms,
passive arms, and fixed arms.
The objective is to minimize

the cost J x (0), τ (0,N−1) subject to the state and control
constraints:
1) The joint torques should satisfy the input constraints:
−120 [Nm] ≤ τankle ≤ 120 [Nm],
−500 [Nm] ≤ τhip ≤ 500 [Nm],
−200 [Nm] ≤ τarm ≤ 200 [Nm].
2) The joint angles satisfy the state constraints:
−0.2 [rad] ≤ xankle ≤ 0.4 [rad],
−0.35 [rad] ≤ xhip ≤ 1.3 [rad],
−2.5 [rad] ≤ xarm ≤ 0.5 [rad].

0 [N], 20 [N], 40 [N], 60 [N], 70 [N], and 80 [N]. The body
can recover balance after the perturbation within a recovery
time of 4 [s]. Only the model with active arm usage has ability
of controlling balance recovery from the unstable states under
the push forces −80 [N] and 80 [N]. The models with passive
and fixed arm usages are impossible to have an effective
solution for balance recovery in this case. This demonstrates
that the arm strategy based on active arm rotating enlarges the
manageable range of the push forces, within which the balance
recovery is controllable. This observation is consistent with the
results made in [15].
The screenshots of movements of the models with active,
passive, and fixed arm usages under the disturbing force 70 [N]
are shown in Fig. 2. Here, we can observe that the model with
the active arm rotation obtains a strong ability to maintain
balance recovery than the others, since the deviation of the
center of mass in the x-axis of the model with active arm
rotating is less than the others. This shows that active arms
rotation can help to keep CoM of the body close to the
equilibrium point ensuring consequently a better stability.
The total RMS deviation is computed by
s
1 N
Total RMS deviation =
∑ (qankle (t)2 + qhip (t)2 ) ,
N t=1
here, N is the simulation sampling number. qankle (t), qhip
denote the ankle, hip angles at each simulation sampling point
respectively.
The Comparison of total RMS deviation of the model under
the different push forces with the three, different arm states
are depicted in Fig. 3. The total RMS deviation is proposed as
an index of the body motion intensity. Fig. 3 shows that total
RMS deviation of maintaining balance motion with fixed arm
rotation is larger than that with passive arm rotation, and total
RMS deviation of maintaining balance motion with passive
arm usage is larger than that with active arm usage for the
push forces: −70 [N], −60 [N], −40 [N], −20 [N], 20 [N],
40 [N], 60 [N], 70 [N]. This illustrates clearly that arm rotations
contribute significantly to the human body balance recovery
control and reduce the motion intensity of the hip joint. This
conclusion is consistent with the results obtained from the
human experiments [21].
VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 2. Screenshots of the balance behavior for the three different arm states
for a disturbing force of 70 [N].

V. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we employ total RMS deviation of the joint
angles as an analysis index of the model motion intensity
to confirm the effectiveness of arm strategy. The CoM of
the upper body is chosen as push position with different
disturbing forces for a duration of 1 [s]. The disturbing forces
are determined in sagittal plane (backward and frontward
directions): −80 [N], −70 [N], −60 [N], −40 [N], −20 [N],

In this paper, we proposed an NMPC scheme to resolve
the problem of human-like balance behavior with arm rotation
on a simplified human model. Three arm usages including (i)
active arms, (ii) passive arms, and (iii) fixed arms are compared
in this study to evaluate the effectiveness of arm usage in
quiet standing balance recovery for the different push forces.
By comparing an index named the RMS deviation of joint
angles, the effectiveness of the arms usage for human balance
control is verified, and balance control with active arm usage
demonstrates the best performance. In this study, we could
reproduce the predictive arm usage by NMPC to compensate
the disturbance to the postural balance. By comparison, the

Fig. 3. Comparison of total RMS deviation of the model with three different arm states for the different push forces in backward and frontward direction:
−80 [N], −70 [N], −60 [N], −40 [N], −20 [N], 0 [N], 20 [N], 40 [N], 60 [N], 70 [N], and 80 [N].

predictive arm usage demonstrated that it can reduce the
burden of balance coordination task, as we can observe human
arm strategy in postural control.
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